" Wish that this boat can save someone,
When waves are all around and
Good sailors are rare to find nowadays. "

Mohammed Abdel-Mohsen

"A poet's object is not to tell what actually happened
but what could or would happen either probably or
inevitably.... For this reason poetry is something more
scientific and serious than history, because poetry
tends to give general truths while history gives
particular facts. "
-

Aristotle

Live a new dream with someone
Inspire another one
when you get it real
Go and tell everyone
dreams and the Reality
together .. Can come

Your ways in life ..
Born before you ,
after your Name ..
They to Be mentioned .
are there for you ,
Still .. ( How will you Go ? )
Will you exert .. the Best of you ?
Or .. Find them and Just Go ?
Everyone get great Chances ,
Only .. the one who works ,
Succeed .. all Through .
Pave your own way ,
make Knowledge .. Your Red carpet
Patience .. Your Stairs
when Being on the Top
Look down and Write ..
" Work hard ,, Dreams come True "

For everything happens
Two Different LOOKs
The one " you " see
and what Others Imagine
They can be Right , I know
But .. it all Comes to You .
make the Choice ,
Be Strong for the Feedback ,
As you were strong to Choose
You can Stand what Follows .

Light is Over There ...
Coming all the way .. For you
Get Closer , Reach it
However much is the Lightness
it's all In your Hands ,
Be ready for it .. Give it a Space
Look Every where in Darkness
and Believe that ...
" Light , is very Close to You . "

It Can be the Moment ..
That changes your Life ,
You take the step .. Alone
From Deep inside you ,
You must keep to Go
To get Miracles for you ..
Never stop to " Do "

As a theater , Our life can Be ..
People with different Roles
One of them ,,, that's me ..
Ones are the main ..
Others , Stunts ! .. chosed to Be !
Ooh , The audience !
Look and you will See ..
Born on the Stage ? ,
as every human will Be ..
Still , you have the Scenario ..
choose who you will Be ,
You may add a Special role ..
as long , You deserve to Be ..
Make sure not to wait ,
When the Curtain get closed ..
Surprised ..... May Be !!

Even your Weakness
Can be a strength
Even your tears
Can worth a wealth,
Just be on the track
Keep struggling
... Never go Back
Stay Smiling .

One day .. I find you
as I Beleived ..
simple and confident
worth to go for You .
Will I meet you in Paris ?
Ooh .. I don't Know ,
Called Romance city ..
still , I go any anywhere
as long .. being with you .
How I Imagine you ,
let's see .. I already see ,
You are just a part from Me ,
Together .. we are Free .
Love is A condition ..
Uncontrolled and surprising
It is not A mission ,
wait till it's sun , be Rising .
Remeber everyday ..
as you go your chosen way ,
The one .. you wait for ,
Is .. on some Station ..
waiting on your Way

" with " is the Clue ,
alone .. we can't go
Whom ? .. Close to You ?
How will you Know ?
.. Someone who's soul
Comes out of Yours
for the first time you meet
Feel ... De ja vu
On the same Track ..
Already both of you
Started to " Go "
There , your Souls ..
will get the answer
of that clue

Wherever you are ..
very close or Very far ..
Still Remember your Words ..
Even those you never said ..
Been Felt by what you did ..
Now they are my Lifestyle ..
Changed me for a while ..
Feeling shiny as the Sun ..
Thanks for what you've done

Prophet Mohammed

One day ..
Darkness of minds was pride
being Unhuman was the Norm
Years of Ignorance ,
Though .. Light was Close as souls
People .. who close their Eyes ,
Took their sight away ...
But the Almighty is never away ,
Prepares The people ..
For their day ..
From inside the Dark ..
Light itself Shines ,
For Those whom ready ..
Whom souls are not-greedy ,
Know it by the first Ray ..
stay close and help it's rise
It was him " the messenger of Mercy "
the call for every GOOD ,
the Meaning of Humanity ..
in Himself .. Stood ,
His the guidance for tha All ..
never asked a throne ,
Just to let every Wrong .. been gone
To start ... New
To anywhere .. you are not asked to Go ,
But inside your Soul within You .
Him .. Mohammed (pbuh) ♥

Andalusia

It was There One day ..
a world inside the world ,
a Sky with shiny Stars ..
Illuminated the road for Greatness
Paved by Loyal ones , for all ones .
Ibn ziad .. is mentioned after it ,
When he left his print
and just went away ..
On ours .. we need To pray ,
Called " Andalusiya "
Where the civilization were " Islamic & Arabiya "
The rays of this Sun .. flow everywhere
Lightened the darkness of these Eras
Left a Niche almost in every issue
But Haters of Humanity ..
never appreciated that Reality ,
They Hid the Sun ..
In the name of the Moon ,
But mOOn has Light !!
Who gave them the Right ?!
our dependence ? .. may Be
it's a Principle lies in all Ages
That ," who Turns wrong his own
Fails to back again . "
Unless believers Re-appear ,
Blowing the shine of stars
…..
Who celebrates the Memory ?
Those decend ...
from Isabella & Frederick !
….
their memory is different ..
as revenge is always there ..
….
To us
Are memories not Enough ??
We are super in this Stuff ..
you as ancestor must know
that whatever you Do ..
Can help .. the Blow.

Done … 

